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Abstract—Today, there is an increasing abundance of
information and services available to mobile users. Many
ubiquitous services retrieval architectures are based on
keyword or interface matching which does not provide very
accurate match results. More recently, semantic languages
have been used to improve accuracy. However, this often
requires the use of reasoning software which is very resource
intensive. Therefore, in this paper we propose a semantic
approach to service retrieval in ubiquitous computing
environments, which improves accuracy over keyword /
interface matching approaches but avoids the use of a semantic
reasoned in order to provide improved efficiency over
inference based proposals. In addition, our proposal
incorporates a user profile to limit the search space and takes
account of the capabilities of the requesting mobile device. Our
approach also transforms BPEL service descriptions into a
graph to perform atomic-level graph matching. Thus, we
calculate semantic similarity between two graph nodes to
provide a service ranking, so that it is possible obtain an
approximate match if there is no service that exactly matches
the user requirements. We have implemented our approach
and provide a performance evaluation on a mobile device
which clearly demonstrates that our approach is more efficient
than reasoning and produces accurate match results.
Keywords-matching; context-aware discovery; ubiquitous
environments; personalization

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of mobile subscribers is reaching the 3
billion mark, worldwide [1]. The vision of ubiquitous
computing is the amicable integration of small devices,
computing and communication capabilities with humans [2]
to assist them in performing their tasks, anytime and
anywhere. The goal is for this integration to be as seamless
as possible, ideally unconscious to the human user. Service
oriented architectures [3], are useful to support transparent
integration of software applications in ubiquitous
environments [4]. Service discovery is used to match the
requirements of a mobile user with the capabilities of
existing services available. Since ubiquitous mobile
environments are extremely dynamic, this matching process
must be both accurate / relevant [5] and fast /efficient [6].
Service discovery in ubiquitous environments presents
both new opportunities and new challenges [7, 8]. On one
hand there is an abundance of contextual information about
the mobile which can enrich the service discovery process.
On the other hand mobile devices used in ubiquitous
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environments are typically resource constrained and cannot
interact with all services.
In this paper we propose a service discovery architecture
for ubiquitous environments which considers the preferences
of mobile users, the resource specifications of the user’s
device and the delivery context to provide the flexibility to
reconfigure services according to environmental changes.
Typically the Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) [9] is used as an orchestration language for services.
It is used to form executable business processes which
involve message exchange. The number of business
processes described using BPEL on the web and at an
enterprise level is increasing. Additionally, BPEL is useful
for forming a composition of multiple services to meet the
user’s requirements when a single service alone cannot
perform the required task [10]. Therefore, in our approach
we propose an algorithm which matches services based on
BPEL descriptions.
It is well known that semantic matching is more accurate
than earlier approaches such as keyword / interface based
matching [11, 12]. Therefore, in order to meet the need for
accuracy, our matching algorithm evaluates semantic
distance between existing services. Many semantic matching
approaches utilize reasoners, however, the use of reasoners
has been shown to be extremely resource intensive [3, 1315]. Therefore, in order to support efficiency we avoid the
use of reasoners. Rather, we reduce the matching process to a
problem of graph matching by adapting existing algorithms
[16, 17]. As such our matching algorithm translates BPEL
processes into graph representations then matches these
graphs using semantic distance calculations [17].
We have implemented our proposed approach and
provide an evaluation on a resource constrained device
which shows that our approach supports both efficient
matching on a resource constrained device and effectively
provides accurate results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: A
discussion of the current research in the field is given in
Section II. We present the high-level description of our
architecture and matching process in Section III. Then in
Section IV we discuss our approach to transform BPEL into
graphs. The overall ranking process is discussed in Section
V, followed by details about how two graph nodes are
compared in Section VI. In Section VII we discuss the way
in which our architecture filters services based on whether
they are capable of running on the user’s device. We provide
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details about our implementation and evaluation in Section
VIII. Finally in Section IX we conclude the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Service discovery is defined as the ability to find and use
a service based on a published description of its functionality
and operational parameters[18]. Service discovery can be
addressed under two main approaches: syntactic and
semantic discovery.
Syntactic discovery is based on interface matching
techniques (e.g., UDDI, ebXML, WSDL, IDL, RMI
interfaces, etc.) or keywords to search for services, requiring
exact matches at the syntactic level between service
descriptions and parameters employees [7, 19, 20], which
can result in that equivalent services at the logical level to be
discarded (e.g., two services described as printer and
printing may be differ syntactically but logically they are
equivalent).
Thus, while the syntax is focused on defining the services
from the input and output messages, types and parts of the
message, semantics aims to provide information about the
service functionality[19, 21].Thus, semantics improves
matching accuracy. The semantic representation of service
descriptions content enable machines to understand and
process their content, supporting the discovery and service
dynamic integration[7]. However, semantic descriptions
require reasoning applications which are resource intensive
applications which will significantly increase processing
time[22].
Therefore, we propose a service discovery approach for
ubiquitous environments based on semantic matching
without a reasoner. Our approach provides a ranked list of
services which completely or partially match a user request.
In addition, service retrieval process considers the
preferences of mobile users, the resource specifications of
the user’s device and the delivery context to provide the
flexibility to reconfigure services according to environmental
changes.
III.

ARCHITECTURE AND MATCHING PROCESS

In this section we describe our proposed architecture to
perform semantic service discovery in ubiquitous
environments by considering the user request, user profile
and device context. In our approach, which is named UServiceMatch, services and user requests are described
using BPEL. Figure 1 depicts our architecture which is
composed of the following modules:
 Advertiser: Service providers advertise their services as
BPEL documents, to the Advertiser Module, which
stores this service description into the Service
Repository.
 Requester: A service requesters is a mobile user which
submits a BPEL request for a service.
 BPEL Parser: This module transforms a BPEL service
description or user request into a graph, and vice versa.
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Device Repository: This repository stores the resource
capabilities of the requesting user’s device, including
processing power, screen size, input interface, etc.
User Repository: This module stores details related to
the mobile user / requester including personal
information about the user and previously requested /
invoked services.
Service Discovery: This module performs the matching
of a user request to service descriptions. It contains
several sub-modules including the Service Matcher
which performs the graph matching, the Context
Matcher which determines whether services can be
displayed on the user’s device and User Matcher which
matches user profiles.

Figure 1. Architecture U-ServiceMatch

The overall module interaction is presented as an activity
diagram in Figure 2. This can be described as follows.
A user submits a BPEL service description which is
transformed into a graph by the BPEL Parser. The Service
Discovery module then manages the matching process as
follows. The user request graph is first matched (by the
Service Matcher) with services that have been consumed in
the past by the current user or other users with a similar user
profile as the current user. Similar users are found by the
User Matcher module. This step is designed to limit the
search space. If a sufficiently matching service was not
found, then the user request is matched by the Service
Matcher against all other services in the Service Repository.
Each service in the ranked list of services is checked to
ensure it can be invoked / consumed by the requesting device
by the Context Matcher. A final ranked service list is
provided to the requester.
In the remainder of this paper we will discuss the
following. In Section IV we will discuss the BPEL to graph
transformation which is handled by the BPEL Parser
module. In Section V we will present the overall ranking
process and user profile matching handled by the Service
Discovery module which will interact with the User Matcher
sub-module, and the User and Device Repositories. In
Section VI we will discuss how two graph nodes are
compared by the Service Matcher module. In Section VII we
will talk over the way in which our Context Matcher filters
services based on whether they are capable of running on the
user’s device.
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Figure 2. Matching of BPEL Basic Activities

IV.

BPEL TO GRAPH TRANSFORMATION

In this work the available services in the ubiquitous
network are represented by basic activities contained in a
business process, denoted by BPEL. Thus, in this section,
we will discuss how BPEL processes are transformed to
graphs. Similarly, the nodes of the transformed graph
represent the activities of the BPEL process.
Transforming BPEL to Graph:Graphs are a general and
powerful data structure for representing objects and
concepts. Thus, in this section will present the equivalence
between a BPEL description and a formal representation of
Graphs.
A graph G, in its basic form, is a pair G = (N, E) where
N is a non-empty finite set of elements called nodes (also
called vertices or points) such that N = {n1,…, nm}.E is a
multi-set of pairs (ni, nk) is not ordered distinct elements of
N called edges, such that and E  N × N. N and E are
distinct, such that N ∩ E =  . When all the edges have
directions, and therefore (ni, nk) and (nk, ni) can be
distinguished, the graph is directed. Thus, a directed
graph or digraphG = (N, E) consists of a set N of nodes
and a set E of edges, which are ordered pairs of elements of
N.
The BPEL Parsermodule transforms a BPEL behavior
model into a process graph. A process graphhas at least one
start node and can have multiple end nodes.The graph can
have two kindof nodes:(1) regular nodes representing BPEL
activities; and (2) BPEL connectors representing splitand
join rules of type XOR or AND. Nodes are connected via
edges which may have anoptional guard. Guards are
conditions that can evaluate to true or false.
We used the ﬂettening strategy presented in [23] to
transform a BPEL document to a process graph. The general
idea is to map structured activities to respective process
graph fragments, Figure 3. The algorithm traverses the
nested structure of BPEL control ﬂow in a top-down manner
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and recursively applies a transformation procedure to each
type of structured activity.
A BPEL basic activity is transformed into a graph node
n. The BPEL sequence is transformed by connecting all
nested activities with graph edges; each sub-activity is then
transformed recursively. For the BPEL while activity, a loop
is created between an XOR join and a BPELXOR split, the
condition is added to the edge. The graph representation of
BPEL switch consists of a block of alternative branches
between a BPELXOR split and a BPELXOR join. The
branching conditions are each associated with an edge. The
BPEL ﬂow is transformed to a block of parallel branches
starting with a BPEL AND split and synchronized with a
BPEL AND join.

Figure 3.Correspondence between BPEL elements and Graph elements

The graph nodes n that represent BPEL activities have
attributes which reflect the respective activity. These are
defined as ActivityType AT(n), Operation Op(n), PortType
PT(n) and PartnerLink PL(n). AT(n) may contain one of the
following values Invokesyn, Invokeasyn, Receive or Reply. The
graph nodes n that represent BPEL connectors have two
attributes defined as: ConnectorType(n) and ActivityType(n).
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ConnectorType(n) may contain one of the following
values: AND-split, AND-join, XOR-split or XOR-join.
ActivityType(n) is the BPEL structured activity from which
the node was derived during transformation. Figure 3 shows
the correspondence between BPEL constructs and graph
elements.
V.

USER PROFILE MATCHING AND SERVICE RANKING

To produce a ranked set of services the mobile user’s
service request node ni must be matched against each service
node nj contained within a set S of potential services. There
may be many potential services in the Service Repository.
Therefore, we first check if any user has performed the same
request previously, and if so obtain a ranked service list from
the cache. If the request is not in the cache, the matching
algorithm matches the user request against those services
which have been invoked previously by the same user or a
different user which has a similar user profile as the current
user. If a valid service has still not been found, then the
remaining services in the Service Repository are compared
against the request.
This process is the focus of this section. First we will
describe the structure of our user profiles then secondly we
will describe the matching algorithm which provides a
ranked list of services.
A. User Profile Structure
The structure of our user profiles is based on [24]. These
profiles comprise domain of interest and personal data as
shown in Figure 4. In this paper, we present a proof of
concept which takes a few of these characteristics into
consideration. In future work, we will expand the contextual
attributes which are taken into consideration to provide a
broader matching of user profile similarity.
User Profile
0..*

0..*

Domain of Interest

Demographics Data

Age

Civil Status
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Gender
+Id
+Value
+Metric

+Id
+Value
+Metric
0..1

1..*

Identification Data

Address

0..1

+Id
0..1 +Value
+Metric

Name
+Id
0..1 +Value
+Metric

Email
0..1 +Id

0..1

+Value
+Metric

Figure 4. Meta-Model of User Profile

Several studies use different methods for collecting and
handling domain of interest information, depending on the
application: Web mining [25], clustering [26],
Application logs [27], etc. Each of these mechanisms
generates a set of parameters and their possible values for a
given domain of interest. The definition of these parameters
and values are not established in this work, due to the high
level of analysis and decoupling to a specific field.
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B. Rank Services
Algorithm 1 defines the algorithm for obtaining a ranked
set of services which match the user request. This algorithm
makes use of two functions. Let the function
GetRankedServicesFromCache(n) provide a ranked list of
services from the cache for any user request n(if one exists).
If the current or another user has not submitted the request n
previously, then the algorithm retrieves a list of services
which the current user, or other users with a similar user
profile, has invoked in the past. Let ConsumedServices(pi)
denote a function which returns these services, where pi is
the user profile for the current user / requester.
Algorithm 1.RankServices
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Personal Data
1..*

Personal data falls into two categories: data
identification and demographics. The user profile metamodel, is stored in the User Repository. In our system, we
compare a user profile with other profiles in order to
establish a set of similar user profiles. We assume that users
with similar profiles will request similar services [28]. Thus,
we suggest services to a user if these have been requested or
consumed by a similar user in order to reduce the search
space for potential services to compare against the user
request. To realize this goal, we will propose the matching
process in the next subsection.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

INPUTS: Node nq, UserProfile p
OUTPUT: RankedList RS
/* ranked list of service nodes */
BEGIN
Let RS← GetRankedServicesFromCache(nq)
if RS != null then
return RS
else
Let S←ConsumedServices(p) /* where S is a set of nodes nk, such
that S = {n1, …, np} */
for each nkin Sdo
Let dist←CheckMatch(nk, nq) /*see Alg. 3, Sec. VI*/
ifdist< 1 then
RS← RS  (dist, nk) /* add nk to set RS, ordered by
dist*/
end if
end for
end if
if BadSuggest(RS) then
RS←null
LetS = LookupServiceRepository(non-operational information)/*
where S is a set of nodes nk, such that S = {n1, …, np} */
for each nkin Sdo
Let dist ←CheckMatch(nk, nq) /*see Alg. 3 Sec. VI */
if dist< 1 then
RS← RS  (dist, nk) /* add nk to set RS, ordered by dist
end if
end for
end if
return RS
END

The algorithm will obtain a match result by comparing
the user request node ni against each of these previously
invoked services and add these to a ranked list. The
CheckMatch(ni, np) is a function which returns a double
indicating the semantic similarity / distance between the
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request node ni and a service node np, which will be defined
in Algorithm 3, Section VI.
Assume ConsumedServices passes each (pi, pj) pair to
CheckProfileMatch which is defined in Algorithm 2, where
pi is the user request and pj is all user profiles in the User
Repository module. Algorithm 2 compares the age, marital
status, gender and all interest domain attributes, associated
with the two user profiles, using the algorithm LS, which will
defined in Algorithm 4 in Section VI.
Let BadSuggest(RS) denote a function which returns true
if a given ranked list of services RS, does not contain enough
services which meet a semantic similarity threshold against
the user request. This condition is set by the requesting user.
In the case that a service which satisfactorily matches the
user request was not found (i.e. BadSuggest returns true),
then all other services in the Service Repository will be
compared with the service request to produce a ranked
service list. Let LookupServiceRepository denote a function
which returns the services from the Service Repository.

belong to the same activity type in GQ and GT, respectively,
are compared.
The organized nodes are then compared for matching
(this is completed by the Similarity Analyzer module shown
in Figure 2). A pair of nodes (ni, nj) are compared by
considering their semantic distance which is outlined in
Algorithm 3. This algorithm also makes use of Algorithm 4
which determines the linguistic similarity between two
nodes and returns a value between 1 and 0, where 1 denotes
a complete match.
Algorithm 3 starts by giving priority to comparison of
the operation attribute. If the two operation attributes are
similar it continuing with the calculation of the similarity of
other parameters (i.e. port type and partner link) to estimate
the semantic distance between the two activities. In the
algorithm, let w(Op(ni)), or w(PT(ni)), w(PL(ni)), denote
user specified weights of importance associated with Op(ni),
PT(ni), PL(ni) in the user request, respectively.

Algorithm 2.CheckProfileMatch

Algorithm 3.CheckMatch

1.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

INPUTSUserProfile pi, UserProfile pj /* where a pk has attributes:
Set InterestDomains(pk), int Age(pk), String Marital(pk), String
Gender(pk) */
OUTPUT: double
BEGIN
Let m ← 0, g ← 0, maxI← 0
Let a = 1-{[|Age(pi) – Age(pj)|/[(Age(pi)+Age(pj))/2]}
if Marital(pi) = Marital(pj)then, m ← 1
if Gender(pi) = Gender(pj)then, g ← 1
for each value vain InterestDomains(pi) do
for each value vb in InterestDomains(pj) do
if LS(va,vb) >maxI /* calculate similarity of pi and pj*/ then
maxI= LS(va,vb)
end if
end for
end for
*/Let w(y) be a user assigned weight of importance where y is an
attribute, Age(pi), Marital(pi), Gender(pi) or InterestDomains(Pi), such
that 0 ≤ w(y)≤1*/

w  Age  pi   * a  w  Marital  pi   * m 

return1 

w  Gender  pi   * g  w  IntegerDomains  pi   *maxI
w  Age  pi    w  Marital  pi    w  Gender  pi   
w  InterestDomains  pi  

16. END

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

INPUTS: Node ni, Node nj:/* where ni is a request node and nj is a
service node and a node np has attributes such that Op(np), PT(np),
PL(np), AT(np) as defined in Section IV */
OUTPUT: double
BEGIN
OPS←LS(Op(ni), Op(nj))/* Operation Similarity (see Alg. 4)*/
if OPS = 0 (different Operations) then
return 1
else
Let PTS←LS(PT(ni), PT(nj))/*PortType Similarity (see Alg. 4)*/
Let PLS← LS(PL(ni), PL(nj))/* PartnerLink Similarity (see Alg. 4)*/
*/w(z) is a weight of importance associated with an attribute z in the
user request, such that z = Op(ni), or z=PT(ni), or z=PL(ni), where 0≤
w(z)≤ 1*/
w  Op  ni    OPS  w  PT  ni   * PTS  w  PL  ni   * PLS
Let dist ←
1
w  Op  ni    w  PT  ni    w  PL  ni  
Return dist
end if
END

The LS function is defined in Algorithm 4 and is used to
calculate the linguistic similarity of the values associated
with the same attribute of two separate graph nodes ni and nj
(e.g., the value of Op(ni) compared to the value of Op(nj)).
Algorithm 4.LS

In the next section we will define the CheckMatch
function which calculates the semantic similarity between
two graph nodes.
VI.

ATOMIC-LEVEL GRAPH MATCHING

Matching the user request to a potential service involves
the matching of two BPEL activities (as was shown in
Figure 2). Let the request / query graph be denoted as GQ
and a service / target graph as GT. Before running the
matching algorithm for the nodes (ni, nj) where ni GQ and
nj GT, we organize / filter nodes (ni, nj) according to their
BPEL activity type (this is completed by the Activities
Classifier action in Figure 2). Therefore, only the nodes that
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1.
2.
3.

/* LinguisticSimilarity */

INPUTS: String vi, String vj
OUTPUT: double
BEGIN

(

(
4.

5.
6.

(

)
)
)

( ))
(
{
where m1 ← NGram(vi, vj),m2 = CheckSynonym(vi, vj),
m3 = CheckAbbreviation(vi, vj) /* see [29] */
return LS
END

In this algorithm, let NGram, CheckAbbreviation and
CheckSynonym denote measures which are defined in [29].
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NGram algorithm estimates the similarity according to a
common number of q-grams (a q-gram in this context refers
to a sequence of letters, q letters long, from a given word)
between the tags. CheckSynonym algorithm use WordNet
[30] linguistic dictionary to identify synonyms, It groups
English words into sets of synonyms called synsets. Synsets
are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical
relations. The CheckAbbreviation algorithm uses a dictionary
of abbreviations appropriate to the application domain. If all
algorithms give a value of 1, then there is an exact match
between the tags. If all give a value of 0, then there is no
similarity between words. If the values produced by
CheckAbbreviation and Ngram are equal to 0 and
CheckSynonym value is between 0 and 1, the total value of
the similarity is equal to CheckSynonym. Finally, if all three
algorithms yield a value between 0 and 1, the linguistic
similarity is the average of the three.
VII. CONTEXT MANAGEMENT
Since mobile users carry their device with them
throughout their daily travels, there is an abundance of
contextual data available which can be fed into the service
matching process to provide more accurate search results
[22, 31]. Our architecture captures the resource capabilities
of the requesting user’s device and the resource requirements
for each service. The user’s device capabilities are stored in
our Device Repository and the service requirements of each
service are stored in the Service Repository. After the
matching process defined in the previous sections of this
paper, each service in the ranked list are checked to ensure
they will function on the user’s device. In the remainder of
this section we will describe the structure of user context
followed by the use of this information in the service ranking
process.
A. User Context Structure
We capture user context characteristics such as
processing power, modes of presentation, input interfaces,
connectivity, etc. According to [24] context constraints, are
defined as any information that could be used to characterize
an entity, where an entity can be a person or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between user and an
application. We propose three dimensions for defining a
meta-model of user’s context:
a) Spatial Dimension: contains all the parameters that
are associated with geographical and spatial information of
the user;
b) Temporal Dimension: contains the date and time of
when a service is invoked;
c) Device DataDimension: contains information
related to the user’s mobile device such as installed
software, operating system, processing power, available
memory, etc. We capture this content using a CC/PP profile
[32].
These dimensions are illustrated in Figure 5.
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User Context

1

1

Spatial

longitude
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Software

Date

0..*
0..*

1

Equipment Data

0..*

Latitude
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Temporal

+Id
+Value
+Metric

+Id
+Value
+Metric

Hardware
+Id
+Value
+Metric

0..*

0..*

Operating System
+Id
+Value
+Metric

Figure 5. Meta-Model of User´s Context

The Service Repository, supported by the work
presented in [33], stores BPEL documents and other XML
files which capture the business process of services with
context features. We define an XML meta-data, a model
based on EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) for
describing the restrictions specified by service providers or
service developers.
The CheckDeliveryContext function, defined in
Algorithm 5, obtains user’s context and the requirements of
a particular service.
Algorithm 5.CheckDeliveryContext
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

INPUTS: listRankedServices
OUTPUT: Set rankedFilteredServices
BEGIN
DeviceProfile deviceProfile←LookupDeviceProfile()
for eachnjin listRankedServices do
EmfContext serviceContext←LookupFeatures.Context(nj)
for each ck in serviceContext do
if ck  deviceProfile/* requirement supported */then
rankedFilteredServices← rankedFilteredServices  nj
break for
end if
end for
end for
return rankedFilteredServices
END

Algorithm 5 takes set of ranked services obtained during
the matching phase, and checks each service to see whether
it meets the requirements of the service context retrieved
from the Service Repository. Let LookupDeviceProfile be a
function which returns the device profile for the current
device (i.e., from the Device Repository). Let
LookupFeatures.Context(nj) return the context requirements
for a service nj (i.e., from the Service Repository). In the case
that the current user’s device can support the current service
it’s added to the set which is returned, otherwise, it is
discarded.
VIII. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION
This section presents the implementation and
experimental study of our proposed service matching
scheme for ubiquitous computing environments. Our
prototype was implemented in Java. Our experiments were
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TABLE I.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OF DEVICES USED IN EACH TEST.

Device

Processor

RAM

ROM

Screen Size

Operating
Systems

Pocket PC
DELL
AXIM
x51v

Intel
PXA270,
520 MHz

64M
B

256M
B

480 X 640
Pixels.

Microsoft
Windows
Mobile 5.0

Nokia N93

Dual ARM
11 332
MHz

64M
B

50
MB

128 X 160
Pixels.

Symbian 9.1

Nokia 6212 NFC
Nokia 6260

Series 40 5th Edition emulator SDK
Series 40 6th Edition emulator SDK

A. Evaluation Methodology
We evaluated our architecture to ensure that it is both
efficient and accurate. We categorized response time
efficiency as follows. Let r denote response time in seconds.
Let response time be classified as: Optimal where r ≤
0.1,Good where 0.1 ≤ r≤ 1; Acceptable where 1 ≤ r≤ 10; and
Deficient where r≥ 10 [34]. Accuracy was measured by
comparing a set of expected values against the results
obtained from our architecture, using the calculations of
Precision, Recall and Overall [11, 35]. Precision p is a
measure of whether the list of matching services returned by
our approach contains any services which were not expected
to match, such that p = x/N, where x denotes number of
services which were both expected and proven to match and
N denotes the number of services found to match. Recall r is
a measure of whether all of the services which were
expected to match are contained in list of matching services
returned by our architecture, such that r = x/n, where n
denotes the number of services which were expected to
match. The overall o match result takes account of both
precision and recall such that, by o = r * (2 – 1 / p).
In our evaluation we created and compared 30 BPEL
basic activities against 144 activities stored in the Service
Repository, resulting in 1106 pairs to evaluate. The
evaluations were done by 5 experts in service discovery,
resulting in 5530 comparisons. These comparisons evaluate
the attribute similarity between two BPEL basic activities.
The human evaluator first made a comparison between the
activities, and assigned an expected score to each activity
according to their similarity to each user request, using our
benchmarking tool [36]. Let s denote this score, such that 0
≤ s ≤ 5 where 0 implies no similarity / match and 5 implies
complete similarity / match. The expert evaluator also sets
the weights w(z) for each compared attribute z to determine
these expected results, which are also associated with the
user requests being compared against the services in the
actual system (see Algorithm 3, Section VI). The values
obtained during our results were calculated using the microaveraging technique [35].
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B. Results
In this section we present the results from our tests.
1) Performance Evaluation (efficiency)
Figure 6 presents the execution times of our architecture
for each of the different mobile client devices.
In each test, there were 17 BPEL files published in the
Service Repository containing144 target nodes or basic
target activities. In addition, 5 BPEL files were used to
represent 5 separate user request queries, which were each
compared with the 144 target nodes.
All tests completed on the mobile devices produced
results in less than 1 second for up to 144 nodes, meaning
the behavior was good. These tests also show that our
approach is substantially more efficient than using semantic
reasoners which are resource intensive. For instance, in
other research we used ontologies BPMO (Business Process
Modeling Ontology), eTOM (enhanced Telecom Operations
Map) and SID (Shared Information/Data)[37] described in
WSML (Web Service Modeling Language) [38]and
performed an inference / matching task on the
WSML2Reasoner reasoner[39]and found that a reasoning
task required approximately 170ms for just one task [13].
Our approach performed 8 comparisons in this time on the
real devices (which includes network latency) and over 32
comparisons using the emulator.
900

Series 40 5th Edition SDK Nokia 6267

800

Series 40 Nokia 6212 NFC SDK

700

Nokia N93

600
Time (ms)

completed on the following machines / devices. The server
application was running on a Pentium 4, 2.30GHz
processor, 1,028 MB of RAM under the OS Linux Ubuntu.
We performed tests using two real client devices / phones
and two emulators. The specifications for each are provided
in Table I.

Pocket PC DELL AXIM x51v

500
400
300
200
100
0
8

24

32

61
Nodes

98

135

144

Figure 6. Recovery process performance of services on different mobile
terminals.

Additionally, research shows that evaluating the control
flow of BPEL documents can be exponential [17]. Our
evaluation shows that our approach overcomes this problem,
providing more linear results. If we extrapolate the average
response time for the two real devices (i.e. Nokia and
Pocket PC) presented in Figure 6 linearly[34], we can say
that our architecture will have the following behavior:
Good: when the number of graph node comparisons are less
than 374.3. Acceptable: when the number of graph node
comparisons are greater than 374.3 and less than 4145.8.
Deficient: when the number of graph node comparisons
completed are greater than 4145.8.
2) Quality Test Results (efficacy): in the following we
present a simulation of the service matching process on a
Nokia 6260 Emulator.
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Figure 7. Effectiveness Test Emulator Nokia 6260: (a) service request, (b)
retrievedservice (c) service selection.

In Figure 7(a) we provide an option to select one of the 5
user request queries to compare against the available
services. As shown in Figure 7(b) the user receives a listing
of services which are semantically similar to the user request
which was selected. In Figure 8(c) the user selects the most
appropriate service from the ranked list of semantically
similar services.
In Figure 8, we present the precision, recall and overall
match results for our tests. A precision, recall or overall
match results of 1 means that the results obtained from our
architecture were equivalent to the expected results. A result
of 0 means that none of the expected results were obtained.
1
0,9
0,8

compared to produce a ranked list of services. We also limit
the search space of potential services by initially matching
of the user’s request with those services which have been
invoked previously by the current or other user with similar
interests. Additionally, our approach filters the services
which cannot be consumed on the user’s device by
comparing the user’s device capabilities with the
requirements of the service.
We have implemented our system as a prototype and
presented an evaluation which assesses both the efficiency
and accuracy of our approach. The evaluation shows that
our approach is more efficient that using semantic reasoners
providing good efficiency, performing 144 comparisons in
under 1 second. We hypothesize that our approach provides
acceptable efficiency for up to 4145.8 node comparisons,
where acceptable implies a result was obtained within 10
seconds. U-ServiceMatch also provided extremely accurate
results in terms of precision, achieving a result of 0.78-1. In
terms of recall, a result of 0.7 or above was achieved with a
semantic similarity threshold of 4 or above.
The next step of this work is to study and define new
features that extend the user description in a ubiquitous
environment. Additionally, we wish to implement a system
of service registry, to reduce the search space where the
Service Repository of considerable size in order to further
improves efficiency.
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